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UNITY NOW!
During my morning time with the LORD and getting ready
(spiritually and mentally) for Prayer Meeting tonight, this word
began to come forth. I felt the LORD say that it’s very important
that the Body of Christ have “understanding” from their hearts
(spirits) right now. (This is an understanding that can only come
from Holy Spirit to our spirit aka SPIRIT to spirit.)
He told me that His Church is to no longer mindlessly go along with
the world (its standards), neither in what is happening right now to
what will happen from this point on.
Christ Himself, through His Spirit, is causing His Body to arise to the surface—to the place of leadership—a place they
have not been in before.
Christ is King and He is going to arise in leadership upon the earth, making His leadership known—therefore, His
Kingdom is going arise and appear especially in and over the United States of America.
THIS IS GOING TO HAPPEN THROUGH HIS CHURCH—HIS BODY. HIS KINGDOM, HIS WILL BE DONE ON EARTH AS IT IS IN
HEAVEN!
This (leadership arising) will infuriate the satanic kingdom even more and it is even now forming stronger attacks,
stirring up hornets’ nests of destruction all over. The satanic kingdom is orchestrating deceptions beyond our
comprehension and with these, dissension/strife, anger, hatreds, violence, destructions, devastation, greater thefts, and
more.
The LORD says, “My Church—My Body—at this very moment—MUST get into UNITY in order to see and do what I want
done right now. My Church MUST take hold of My mind and My Spirit. NOW!
“This is going to make many in the Church—who claim My name—to be uncomfortable and uneasy. Because they are
going to have to take up My WORD—ALL of it—versus what they have been believing or the religion they have
developed for themselves by picking and choosing from it that which makes them comfortable! They are going to have
to humble themselves, submit to spiritual leadership, submit to one another. They are going to have to be obedient.
They are going to have to follow My Spirit of Truth against all odds!
“Unity in My Body, of which I am demanding and have already prayed for you to have (see John 17), BEGINS WITH UNITY
WITH ME, MY WORD AND MY SPIRIT, first and foremost! My Body cannot have unity with one another until it has unity
with Me!
“Many in the Church are living either somewhat relatively or ignorantly totally against Me. Little do they see, they have
succumbed to the world’s ways and with it, the spiritual satanic government, which now resides and rules over them.
They do this in the midst of claiming My name. It is impossible for these to be in unity.
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The evidence of unity happening is that you will be uncomfortable, uneasy, even uncertain at times, and you will be in
various battles. Why?
“Faith, obedience and unity are being developed in you and it will present personal challenge. Unity in My Body involves
an intimate connection—attachment! This is a corporate challenge!
“Once My Body comes into wholehearted unity with Me, My Word and
My Spirit, then a forceful army will arise and emerge in the United
States of America. It will not be an overly large army, but it will be a
powerful army—one that is trained, equipped and armed with
Heaven’s machinery (the organization or structure of something) and
operations (function and activity). This army will be fierce and a fearful
sight to behold. (I felt this army would be joined and under the
leadership of the Angel Armies of Heaven—under the LORD Sabaoth—
LORD of Host or LORD of Armies aka God of War.) No one will stand
against them and if they do, they will regret it. (Isaiah 54:15) This army
will have the power to tear down mountains. The enemy has an intense hatred of this army because of their power.
“Remember, your battle is not against flesh and blood; and you do not battle with the weapons of the world. I have
given you My armor and that armor will cause you to STAND in My MIGHT (strength, power, force, capacity, influence).
You will STAND FIRM against all the schemes of the devil. I said, ALL! You will be able to resist the evil one. Not might
be able, but WILL! You will be able to extinguish ALL, not some, of the evil one’s flaming arrows.
“I have cut My Last Days Church from a different pattern or I have made them from a different mold. You were
made/created specifically for this TIME.
“You were specifically made to bring and release My Life and Light in order to bring in the greatest Harvest of all time
upon the earth.
“This season of Harvest is based on two things: 1) the readiness of My workers to get into the field; 2) the readiness, as
in ripeness of the harvest. As it stands, the harvest is ripe; but I do not have the workers to bring it in. Thus, when these
two things converge, Harvest will happen!
“Now, tell them,” says the LORD, “Keep My Word. Do not lean on your understanding (which is only pride and selfidolatry). I am requiring that you understand Me! My WORD! My Spirit! My faith! My movements on the Earth right
now! In order to keep these requirements, you MUST apprehend revelation-understanding right now.
“Again, be uncomfortable, be uneasy, and be in faith! It’s through all this that you will demonstrate—manifest Me— to
the world and I will be glorified.
“Be in unity, be as one; and be strong and very courageous!”

This would be a good time to revisit ISAIAH 61!
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